Nuclear fuel cycle and nuclear waste disposal decisions are technologically coupled. However, current nuclear fuel cycle simulators lack dynamic repository performance analysis due to the computational burden of high-fidelity hydrolgic contaminant transport models. The Cyder disposal environment and repository module was developed to fill this gap. It implements medium-fidelity hydrologic radionuclide transport models to support assessment appropriate for fuel cycle simulation in the Cyclus fuel cycle simulator.
Introduction
Repository performance metrics provide an important basis for comparison among potential nuclear fuel cycles. Additionally, nuclear fuel cycle and nuclear waste disposal decisions are technologically coupled through the characteristics of spent fuel which vary among fuel cycles and impact repository design and performance (i.e. spent nuclear fuel (SNF) volume, isotopic composition, mass, disposition, and other variables). For this reason, dynamic integration of a generic disposal model with a fuel cycle systems analysis framework is necessary to illuminate performance distinctions of candidate repository host media, designs, and engineering components in the context of fuel cycle options. However, the computational burden of robust repository performance analysis has previously not been compatible with fuel cycle simulation. Therefore, current nuclear fuel cycle simulators lack coupled repository performance analysis capabilities.
Most current tools treat the waste disposal phase of fuel cycle analysis statically in post processing by reporting values such as mass, volumes, radiotoxicity, or heat production of accumulated E-mail addresses: kdhuff@illinois.edu , katyhuff@gmail.com SNF and high level waste(HLW). Such tools (e.g., Nuclear Waste Assessment System for Technical Evaluation) (NUWASTE) [1] , Dynamic Analysis of Nuclear Energy System Strategies(DANESS) [2] , Nuclear Fuel Cycle Simulator(NFCSim) [3] , and ORION [4] ) fail to address the dynamic impact of those waste streams on the performance of the geologic disposal system [5] . Two tools, Commelini-Sicard(COSI) [6] and the Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation Model(VISION) [5] [6] [7] [8] , dynamically perform heat based capacity calculations. However, those calculations are applicable only for specific repository concepts and cannot inform sensitivity to alternate geologic disposal system characteristics. Since repository capacity and loading strategies are impacted by SNF characteristics such as volume and composition, and since those may vary according to fuel cycle strategy and may over time in scenarios which include transitions between fuel cycles, a dynamic coupling between fuel cycle analysis and repository loading and performance more accurately captures reality.
This paper presents the Cyder software library [9] and its radionuclide contaminant transport models, which were developed to fill this capability gap. To enable dynamic analysis of waste metrics, Cyder provides medium fidelity models to conduct repository performance analysis on efficient timescales appropriate for fuel cycle analyses. It has been implemented as a Facility compatible In Cyder , as in a canonical drift-tunnel repository, waste form components (the innermost components) are contained by waste package components which are, in turn, emplaced in a buffer component (the backfilled emplacement tunnel into which waste packages are loaded). That buffer component contains many other waste packages, spaced evenly in a horizontal grid. The geosphere (the outermost component) occupies all space below the repository surface and outside of the buffer components (emplacement tunnels). The Cyder repository layout has a depth ( z ) and package spacing defined by the user input ( x within the drifts and y between drifts). with version 0.3 of the Cyclus framework [10] , but since it is compiled as a dynamically loadable shared object library with a well defined application programming interface(API), it can also be used as a standalone library. An overview of the Cyder framework and mathematical descriptions of its radionuclide transport models appear in Section 2 .
The present work also verifies the hydrologic modeling capability in Cyder through parametric simulations performed with Cyder within Cyclus . Those results are presented in Section 3 alongside comparable parametric simulations conducted using a more detailed computational model, the Clay Generic Disposal System Model(GDSM). The Clay GDSM was developed by the Used Fuel Disposition(UFD) Campaign within the Department of Energy(DOE) Office of Nuclear Energy [11] and relies on the GoldSim simulation environment [12] and its contaminant transport module [12] .
Radionuclide mass transport In CYDER
Cyder conducts radionuclide contaminant transport through a generic geologic repository concept to determine the contaminants expected to reach the environment. This calculation informs repository containment and environmental impact performance assesment metrics.
To achieve this, Cyder represents engineered and natural containment barriers as distinct control volumes. These components are arranged in a regular grid at a single vertical depth within a geologic component as in Fig. 1 . Component mass inventory is a simple sum of in and out flows while mass distribution within the component is determined by the dominant physics of the mass balance model selected for that volume. Adjacent components share mass transfer interfaces across which mass transfer is calculated based on internal component mass inventory and distribution.
In Cyder , the mass transfer and mass balance solution follows an implicit time stepping algorithm . The solution behavior is determined by selecting among mass balance models within the components and selecting among mass transfer modes at boundaries between them. This section will describe the mathematics behind these three aspects of the Cyder paradigm, beginning with the phases of the time stepping algorithm.
Time stepping algorithm
In Cyder , radionuclide contaminants flow outward from the central component, usually the waste form. An implicit time stepping method arrives at the updated state of each component, radially outward, as a function of both the past state and the current state of the system. Mass balance is conducted in each component at each time step. These calculations proceed from the innermost component (e.g. the waste form) to the outermost component (e.g. the far field), with mass transfer calculations conducted at the boundaries. As mass flows from inner components to outer components, the mass balances in both components are updated. Thus, nuclide release information passes radially outward from the waste stream sequentially through each containment layer to the geosphere in a generic geometry of the form in Fig. 1 . The default timestep in Cyclus , and therefore in Cyder , is one month.
At each component interface where mass transfer occurs and within each component where mass balances take place, the flow model is solved with the most up to date information available. To illustrate the algorithm by which mass flow calculations are conducted through the system of components at each time step, the phases of a single time step for a simple pair of components will be described.
The flow of the timestepping algorithm is seen in Figs. 2-4 and is detailed further in the following sections. For the remaining discussion, the source of material, i , is the inner component (i.e. the waste form) and the next destination of the material, j , is the adjacent outer component (i.e. the waste package). This example will be carried through the explanation of all five phases of the timestepping algorithm.
Phase 1: initial conditions
At the beginning of a timestep, the initial conditions in both the source and the sink are equal to the final updated state of the previous time step. On the first time step, initial mass inventories of each component in the repository system must be defined. In the example case of the source and sink, this might be
(2)
Phase 2: interior mass balance
The mass distribution, m i ( ⃗ r ) , and concentration profile, C i ( ⃗ r ) , in the interior source volume i at time t n are calculated based on the initial condition, any influxes, and the physics of its mass balance model. The four different mathematical models available for this mass distribution and concentration profile calculation are discussed in Section 2.2 .
The resulting mass distribution and concentration profiles fully inform the conditions on the boundary at r i . This information is made available to the external component, j in order to support the next phase, the mass transfer calculation. In the example case of the source and sink, this step defines the concentration profile across each volume,
where f (r) dV = 10 . 
Phase 3: mass transfer calculation
The mass transfer, m ij ( t n ) from the source volume i to the sink volume j is calculated next, based on the up to date conditions in volume i (where 0 ≤ r ≤ r i ) determined in Phase 2 and the initial conditions in volume j (where r i ≤ r ≤ r j ). The mass transfer is calculated according to the mass transfer mode preference of the mass balance model of volume j , as discussed in Section 2.3 .
In the example case of the source and sink, mass transferred from i to j is determined based on conditions in i and the mass transfer mode between i and j . Said another way, the mass transfer rate m ij between i and j is equivalent to the time derivative ˙ m of the mass released from i and simultaneously entering j ,
Phase 4: exterior mass balance
When a mass flux m ij is determined between volumes i and j , the mass is added to the exterior sink volume j . Accordingly, necessary updates are made to the mass balance and concentration profile as discussed in Section 2.2 . In the case of the source and sink, the mass change in phase 3 is added to the external component, j ,
2.1.5. Phase 5: interior mass balance update When a mass flux m ij ( t n ) is determined between volumes i and j , and the mass added to the exterior sink volume j (as in phase 4) it is also extracted from the interior source volume i . When the material is extracted from the interior source volume, the contained mass distribution and concentration profile are updated to reflect this change,
Mass balance models
Cyder tracks the transport of disposed contaminant masses from the innermost component to the outermost far field component and calculates releases to the human biosphere (outside the outermost component) in order to assess containment performance. Accordingly, it is necessary to calculate a mass balance in each component. The four models implemented to assess mass balance are discussed in this section.
The mass balance models selected to represent the physics of mass distribution within each component are selected from among four options. The Degradation Rate model and Mixed Cell model are control volumes that distribute contaminants between a liquid and a solid phase. These models calculate a homogenous concentration profile throughout the volume and are therefore 0-dimensional in space. The Lumped Parameter model and the One Dimensional Permeable Porous Medium model, however, calculate one dimensional concentration profiles to arrive at a mass distribution throughout the volume.
These models are differentiated from one another by the physics that they capture as well as the detail and accuracy with which they capture it. Depending on the component being modeled, available data, need for accuracy, and need for speed, some mass balance models will be more appropriate than others for certain simulations. This section will provide an overview of these mathematical models and will provide guidance for their appropriate use.
Degradation rate radionuclide mass balance model
Barrier materials in a repository environment can degrade very slowly over long time scales. The Degradation Rate mass balance model is the simplest implemented model and is most appropriate for rate based modeling of a degrading barrier volume. The Degradation Rate mass balance model does not attempt to model the physical mechanisms responsible for this degradation. Rather, it generically captures this behavior as a simple fractional degradation rate. The fundamental concept is depicted in Fig. 5 . For a situation as in Cyder and Cyclus , with discrete time steps, the time steps are assumed to be small enough to assume a constant rate of degradation over the course of the time step. The degraded volume, then, is a simple fraction, d , of the total volume, V T , such that
where In this model, at each time step, contaminants in the degraded fraction of the control volume are available for transfer to adjacent components such that,
where m jk (t n ) = incoming mass from the inner boundary [ kg]
The total contaminants m j, d ( t n ), in the degraded volume at time t n are calculated based on mass flux from the inner boundary, the updated mass in the degraded volume at the previous time step, and the mass released by degradation during the current time step. The contaminants in the degraded fluid ( V df ) are effectively released in that barrier layer and can be transferred to the adjacent component in the mass transfer stage. Specifically, 
The concentration calculation results from the mass balance calculation in (11) to support parent components that utilize the Dirichlet boundary condition. For the degradation rate model, which incorporates no diffusion or advection, the concentration, C j ( r j ), the boundary ( r j ) between cells j and k , is the average concentration throughout the degraded volume,
solute mass in degraded fluid in cell j degraded fluid volume in cell j .
Mixed cell radionuclide mass balance model
Slightly more complex, the Mixed Cell model incorporates the influence of porosity, elemental solubility limits, and sorption in addition to the degradation behavior of the Degradation Rate model. A graphical representation of the discrete sub-volumes in the mixed cell model is given in Fig. 6 .
After some time degrading, the total volume in the degraded region ( V d ) can be expressed as in Eq. (9) . Additionally, given a volumetric porosity, θ , the intact and degraded volumes can also be described in terms of their constituent solid matrix (V is + V ds ) and pore fluid volumes 
This model distributes contaminant masses throughout each sub-volume of the component. Contaminant masses and concentrations can therefore be expressed with notation indicating in which volume they reside, such that
where
The contaminant mass in the degraded fluid ( m df ) is the contaminant mass that is treated as "available" to adjacent components. That is, m df is the mass vector m ij which has been released by component i and can be transferred to component j in the following mass transfer phase.
Sorption. The mass in all volumes exists in both sorbed and nonsorbed phases. The relationship between the sorbed mass concentration in the solid phase (e.g. the pore walls), s = mass of sorbed contaminant mass of total solid phase (31) and the dissolved liquid concentration, C = mass of dissolved contaminant volume of total liquid phase (32)
can be characterized by a sorption "isotherm" model. A sorption isotherm describes the equilibrium relationship between the amount of material bound to surfaces and the amount of material in the solution. The Mixed Cell mass balance model uses a linear isotherm model. With the linear isotherm model, the mass of contaminant sorbed onto the solid phase, also referred to as the solid concentration, can be found [13] , according to the relationship In this model, sorption is taken into account throughout the volume. In the intact matrix, the contaminant mass is distributed between the pore walls and the pore fluid by sorption. So too, contaminant mass released from the intact matrix by degradation is distributed between dissolved mass in the free fluid and sorbed mass in the degraded and precipitated solids. Note that this model is agnostic to the mechanism of degradation. It simulates degradation purely from a rate and release is accordingly congruent [14] with that degradation.
To begin solving for the boundary conditions in this model, the amount of non-sorbed contaminant mass in the degraded fluid volume must be found. Dropping the isotope subscripts and beginning with Eqs. (23) and (33) ,
and assuming the sorbed material is in the degraded solids
then applying the definition of s ds and m ds
This can be rearranged to give
Finally, using the definition of V df in terms of total volume,
Solubility. Dissolution of the contaminant into the available fluid volume is constrained by the elemental solubility limit. The reduced mobility of radionuclides with lower solubilities can be modeled [15] as a reduction in the amount of solute available for transport, thus:
That is, the mass m 1 i in kg of a radionuclide i dissolved into the waste package void volume V 1 in m 3 , at a time t, is limited by the solubility limit, the maximum concentration, C sol in kg/m 3 at which that radionuclide is soluble [15] . The final available mass is therefore the m df from Eq. (36) constrained by:
where m df,i = solubility limited mass of isotope i in volume V df [ kg] C sol,i = the maximum dissolved concentration limit of i [ kg/m 3 ] .
Lumped parameter radionuclide mass balance model
For systems in which the flow is sufficiently slow to be assumed constant over a time step, it is possible to model a system of volumes as a connected lumped parameter models ( Fig. 7 ) . The Lumped Parameter mass balance model implements a response function model based on this lumped parameter interpretation and capable of Piston Flow, Exponential, and Dispersion response functions from Maloszewski and Zuber [16] .
Each lumped parameter component is modeled according to a relationship between the incoming concentration, C in ( t ), and the outgoing concentration, C out ( t ),
Selection of the response function is usually based on experimental tracer results in the medium at hand. If such detailed transport data is not available, functions used commonly in chemical engineering applications [16] include the Piston Flow Model (PFM), which approximates pure advection,
the Exponential Model (EM) which approximates a well-mixed flow case,
and the so-called Dispersion Model (DM), which actually approximates the solution to both advective and dispersive transport, The latter of these, the Dispersion Model satisfies the one dimensional advection-dispersion equation, and is therefore the most physically relevant for this application. A constant inlet concentration is assumed over the span of a time step such that C in (t) = C 0 , and the solutions to these for constant concentration at the source boundary are given in Maloszewski and Zuber [16] accordingly,
Because Cyclus handles decay outside of Cyder , the use of these models relies on a reference transit time and decay constant supplied by the user. The behavior of the reference isotope, in this way, fully defines the behavior of all isotopes.
It is important to note that a linear concentration profile is assumed between the inlet and the outlet of a given component in Cyder ,
This is an approximation that could be improved by direct use of the response functions themselves, under a change of variables from time to length.
One dimensional permeable porous medium radionuclide mass balance model
The advection dispersion equation is at the core of contaminant transport. A description of advection and dispersion appears in the following section on mass transfer. For now, it is sufficient to note that various solutions to the advection dispersion Eq. (53) have been published for both the first and third types of boundary conditions. The third, Cauchy type, is more mass conservative, and is the primary kind of boundary condition used at the source for the model implementation in Cyder . Abstraction results informed modifications to the implementation of an analytic solution to the one dimensional advection-dispersion equation with a finite domain and Cauchy and Neumann boundary conditions at the inner and outer boundaries, respectively.
The conceptual model in Fig. 8 boundary condition in the positive flow direction. Notably, unidirectional vertical flow upward in the far field simplifies a 3-dimensional problem into one dimension. The vertical direction was chosen to be conservative, since the shortest path to the biosphere is the vertical, z , direction. In Cyclus , radioactive decay is handled external to the components, so there is no need to include production or decay. An approximate solution for these conditions made by Brenner [17] is described below as it is given in van Genuchten and Alves [18] , For the Cauchy boundary condition,
the Neumann boundary condition,
and the initial condition,
the solution is given as
For the vertical flow coordinate system, A is defined as
Mass transfer modes
The mass transfer interfaces between the mass balance models are essential to the understanding of the Cyder paradigm. Depending on the mass balance model selected in the external of two components, mass transfer into that component is either explicit or implicit.
In the explicit mode, the mass transfer mode is chosen by the user. Available options include advective, dispersive, coupled, or fixed flux. The corresponding transfer rate is calculated based on the conditions at the transfer boundary. The inventory in the components is then updated based on this transfer rate. While all components enable this on their outer boundary, only the mass balance models that are 0-dimensional in space (the Degradation Rate model and the Mixed Cell model) require explicit transfer on their inner boundary.
In the implicit mode, the mass balance model of the external component determines the inventory based on boundary conditions provided by the internal component. The appropriate mass is then transferred to accomplish the change in inventory.
In groundwater transport, contaminants are transported by dispersion and advection such that the mass conservation equation for mass flux becomes [13, 18, 19] :
It is customary to define the combination of molecular diffusion and mechanical mixing as the dispersion tensor, D , such that, for a conservative solute (infinitely soluble and non-sorbing), so that the dispersive component can be described in terms of the concentration profile:
Meanwhile, the advective mass flux depends on the concentration, the porosity of the medium, and the fluid velocity in that medium, is supported by implementation in which vertical advective velocity, v z , is uniform throughout the system and in which characteristic geologic and material parameters such as the dispersion coefficient are known for each component. The mass transfer modes available in Cyder represent a range of boundary conditions. The following sections cover the mathematical models defining those that have been implemented and how they relate to the mass balance models in Section 2.2 .
Explicit, advection-dominated mass transfer
Specified-concentration, or Dirichlet type, boundary conditions define a specified species concentration on some section of the boundary of the representative volume, 
In the Degradation Rate and Mixed Cell models, the Dirichlet boundary condition can be chosen to enforce an advective flux on the inner boundary. This choice is appropriate when the user expects a primarily advective interface between two components. The advective flux across the boundary between two components j and k , relies on the fixed concentration Dirichlet boundary condition at the interface, provided by the internal component, thus
The resulting mass transfer into the component is, therefore, When mass transfer is dispersion-dominated, this model should not be used. Instead, the dispersion-dominated model is more appropriate.
Explicit, dispersion-dominated mass transfer
The second type, specified dispersive flux, or Neumann type boundary conditions describe a full set of concentration gradients at the boundary of the domain,
The Neumann boundary condition can be provided at the external boundary of any mass balance model,
∂C ∂z
z= r j = concentration gradient at r j and t n [ kg/m 3 /s ] .
For mass balance models that are 0-dimensional in space (i.e. the Degradation Rate model and the Mixed Cell model), which lack spatial variation in the concentration profile, the differential must be approximated. Taking the center-to-center difference between adjacent components is one convenient way to make this approximation, and is the method implemented in Cyder , such that
However, for mass balance models that are 1-dimensional in space (i.e. the Lumped Parameter model and the One Dimensional PPM model), the derivative is taken based on the concentration profile in the internal component as it approaches the boundary. In component j , if it is a lumped parameter model, the profile is assumed to be a linear relationship between C in and C out , the gradient is
For the one dimensional permeable porous medium model, the analytical derivative of Eq. (51) is evaluated at r j .
For mass transfer into the Degradation Rate and Mixed Cell models, the Neumann boundary condition can be chosen to enforce a dispersive flux on the inner boundary. This choice is appropriate when the user expects a primarily dispersive flow across the boundary. The dispersive flux in one dimension,
relies on the fixed gradient Neumann boundary condition at the interface. The resulting mass transfer into the Degradation Rate or Mixed Cell model is, therefore,
If mass transfer is both advective and dispersive, a coupled model is available instead.
Explicit, coupled, advective-dispersive mass transfer
The third Cauchy type mixed boundary condition defines a solute flux along a boundary. The fixed concentration flux Cauchy boundary condition can be provided at the external boundary of any mass balance model. For a vertically oriented system with advective velocity in the ˆ k direction, In the Degradation Rate and Mixed Cell models, the Cauchy boundary condition can be selected to enforce coupled advective and dispersive flow,
The resulting mass transfer into the Degradation Rate or Mixed Cell model is then,
Explicit, maximum-flow mass transfer
For debugging and testing purposes, the maximum flow mode transports all available material in a component into the component external to it. The total available mass for each mass balance model can be expressed,
The integrals for the Lumped Parameter model and the One Dimensional PPM model are calculated numerically.
Implicit mass transfer
On its inner boundary, the Lumped Parameter model uses the fixed concentration Dirichlet boundary condition directly in its solution such that, integral of that concentration profile over the volume,
In the similar case of the One Dimensional Permeable Porous Medium Model, the Dirichlet boundary condition at the boundary is also used directly in the solution as C 0 such that,
(68)
The mass transfer on the inner boundary is again calculated by taking an integral of that profile over the volume,
(69)
Results and discussion
In the present work, many numerical experiments successfully verified the Cyder software library. Multi-component simulations demonstrated expected transport behavior and the successful collective interaction of the modular components in a Cyder repository. Single-parameter sensitivity analyses demonstrated that physics captured by the Cyder models compare favorably to results reported in [20] from a more detailed existing model, the Clay GDSM, developed by the UFD Campaign within the DOE Office of Nuclear Energy [11] .
In addition to these numerical experiments, a robust unit test suite was deployed during development to verify Cyder software implementation. Finally, Cyder was able to perform radionuclide transport calculations rapidly, on timescales of a few minutes rather than the timescales of a few hours seen in higher fidelity tools.
Multi-component simulations
To verify the fundamental behavior of all four Cyder radionuclide transport models at each component interface, many transport and containment base cases were conducted.
The simulations were conducted within the Cyclus framework and had the following simulation parameters: . Sensitivity demonstration of solubility limitation in Cyder for an arbitrary isotope assigned a variable solubility limit.
• A 10 0 0 year simulation.
• A source facility providing one waste stream per time step.
• An initial capacity of five 1 kg waste streams (in most cases).
• No more than one waste stream object is stored per waste form.
• Corresponding waste package components, one per waste form.
• A buffer component (i.e. a bentonite clay).
• A far field component (i.e. the host rock).
Each feasible combination of the four models was conducted to verify implementation of the time stepping algorithm and transport modes between components. A full description of each of these verification simulations can be found in the dissertation [21] . Among these simulations, one in which each component is represented with a Mixed Cell model is shown in Figs. 9-13 . The fixed maximum transport mode was used between mixed cell components for speed and clarity of results.
Solubility limitation is enabled in this case, so the system is expected to demonstrate solubility limited transport. To simultaneously demonstrate the behavior of the solubility limitation, no sorption is applied, but solubility limitation is set to 0.001 kg/m 3 for all isotopes. Please note that the Cyder user must currently provide reference solubility values for each isotope. While this offers the user complete control, it may be inconvenient for some users. Future extensions to Cyder will include a default database for these values, perhaps through the Python toolkit for Nuclear Engineering (PyNE) database toolkit [22] .
Single effect parametric analyses
Each of the radionuclide contaminant transport models described in Section 2 capture different combinations of physics present in the hydrologic contaminant transport problem. To determine how effectively these physics were captured, single-effect simulations were conducted with Cyder and compared to similar analysis [20] conducted with a more detailed radionuclide transport model, the Clay GDSM [11] . The Clay GDSM was developed by the UFD Campaign within the DOE Office of Nuclear Energy using the GoldSim simulation environment [23] . Hydrologic contaminant transport in the Clay GDSM relies on the GoldSim contaminant transport module [12] .
These single-effect sensitivity analyses were constructed by repeated multi-component simulation runs conducted across the valid range for a single parameter. To verify the behavior of a single parameter of each of the Cyder models, one hundred multicomponent simulations were conducted, each with a different value of that parameter. This parametric analysis was conducted to show that, for an arbitrary isotope, the expected dependence on that parameter is captured. In the case of real isotopes in a full simulation, the same model will be invoked with real parameters for each isotope. Thus, the this model agreement is representative in all cases.
The results achieved with Cyder were compared to the results of a similar parametric sensitivity analysis using the Clay GDSM which was reported in [20] . 
Solubility sensitivity
To verify the behavior of the solubility limitation model in the Mixed Cell model, for example, one hundred multi-component simulations were conducted, each with a different reference solubility limit. For an arbitrary isotope, the expected solubility limitation behavior is captured and compared favorably to the Clay GDSM solubility limitation sensitivity results.
The results in Fig. 14 , from the detailed parametric analysis in [20] , showed that for solubility limits below a certain threshold, the dose releases were directly proportional to the solubility limit, indicating that the radionuclide concentration saturated the groundwater up to the solubility limit near the waste form. For solubility limits above the threshold, however, further increase to the limit had no effect on the peak dose. This demonstrates the situation in which the solubility limit is so high that even complete dissolution of the waste inventory into the pore water is insufficient to reach the solubility limit.
In the corresponding parametric analysis of Cyder performance, it was shown that the solubility sensitivity behavior closely matched that of the GDSM sensitivity behaviors. Specifically, in Fig. 15 , a marked transition to the solubility-limited regime is seen where the solubility limit exceeds the point at which it limits movement. For increased solubility limits, release remains constant, as expected.
In both Cyder and the more detailed Clay GDSM, for solubility constants lower than the saturation threshold, the transport regime is solubility limited and the relationship between peak annual dose and solubility limit is strong. Above the threshold, the transport regime is inventory limited instead.
Sorption sensitivity
As the distribution coefficient K d increases, so does the retarda-
As these two values increase, contaminants tend toward the solid phase. An increase in these coefficients, then, has the effect of limiting dissolved concentration.
In the parametric sensitivity analysis reported in [20] , the expected inverse relationship between the retardation factor and resulting peak annual dose was found for all elements except 129 I and 79 Se . These two isotopes are effectively infinitely soluble and therefore demonstrate no sensitivity whatsoever to a the solubility limit multiplication factor. In the low retardation coefficient cases, a regime is established in which the peak annual dose is entirely unaffected by changes in retardation coefficient.
For large values of retardation coefficient, the sensitivity to small changes in the retardation coefficient increases dramatically. In that sensitive regime, the change in peak annual dose is inversely related to the retardation coefficient. Between these two regimes was a transition regime, in which the K d factor ranges from 1 × 10 −5 to 5 × 10 0 [ −] .
It is clear from Fig. 16 that for retardation coefficients greater than a threshold, the relationship between peak annual dose and retardation coefficient is a strong inverse one.
In the parametric analysis of Cyder performance, it was shown that sorption sensitivity behavior closely matched that of the GDSM sensitivity behaviors. Specifically, in Fig. 17 , increasing the retardation coefficient results in a smooth but dramatic turnover. Fig. 18 .
129 I waste form degradation rate sensitivity demonstrated in Clay GDSM [20] .
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Waste form degradation rate sensitivity
In the parametric sensitivity analysis reported in [20] , the results showed two regimes. In the first regime, the mean of the peak annual dose rates is directly proportional to both the mass factor (an inventory mass multiplier) and the fractional waste form degradation rate. For some radionuclides, attenuation occurs for large values of both parameters as the release of radionuclides is limited by dispersion parameters. This phenomenon can be seen in the figures below in which transition between regimes for fast degradation rates occurs at smaller mass factors than does transition between regimes when the degradation rate is slow.
The peaks for highly soluble, non-sorbing elements such as I and Cl are directly proportional to mass factor for most values of waste form degradation rates. This effect can be seen in Figs. 18 and 19 .
Highly soluble and non-sorbing 129 I demonstrates a direct proportionality between dose rate and fractional degradation rate until a turnover where other natural system parameters dampen transport.
In the parametric sensitivity analysis conducted with the CY-DER tool ( Fig. 20 ) , waste form degradation rate sensitivity similarly shows the two regimes noted in the GDSM analysis.
Conclusions
This paper has described the design, development, and verification of Cyder , a flexible software library for rapid mediumfidelity calculation of hydrologic contaminant transport integrated within a fuel cycle simulation library. In this work, four medium fidelity modeling methods for geologic radioactive waste disposal performance analysis were described as was their implementation in the Cyder repository performance library. This hydrologic nuclide transport library, by virtue of its capability to modularly integrate with the Cyclus fuel cycle simulator has demonstrated a new capability for integrated disposal options analysis when fuel cycle and nuclear waste disposal decisions are technologically coupled.
Cyder performance within the Cyclus fuel cycle simulator and agreement between Cyder and the more detailed stand-alone GDSM model were also demonstrated. While Cyder methods make a strategic trade-off between speed and fidelity, they were shown to capture essential physics when computing back-end nuclear fuel cycle metrics. The result is a library of medium-fidelity hydrologic contaminant transport models within a disposal facility simulation framework appropriate for use in dynamic nuclear fuel cycle simulators.
Finally, this work contributes to an expanding ecosystem of computational models available for use with the Cyclus fuel cycle simulator. Like those tools, the Cyder source code is freely available to interested researchers and potential model developers [9] . In addition to the source code and supporting publications, the Cyder library is well commented and produces clickable, browsable automated documentation with each build. That documentation is also available online.
